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FAMILY STORE MANAGERS

3 IN 1

09 – 11 MARCH

16 – 18 MARCH

Purpose: To provide an introduction to management,
emphasis on leadership skills within Family Stores for
new managers.

Purpose: Three mini workshops in one that
encourage strategic management in ministry.

Key Outcomes:
•
•
•
•
•

Learn of TSA history, structure and mission
Polices, budgets and HR boundaries
How to lead people and build great teams
How to find and retain volunteers
Business planning and strategies for a great store

FOUNDATIONS FOR
COMMUNITY MINISTRIES
23 - 25 MARCH

Purpose: To equip those who work in a CM
environment with foundation skills and best practice
Key Outcomes:
•
•
•
•
•

CM values and aims identified
Cultural intelligence and the Treaty
Communication and listening skills
Professional record keeping
Strengths based best practice

Key Outcomes:
•
•
•
•
•

How to speak persuasively not abrasively
Having courageous conversations - practical
Foster teamwork for better decision making
7 imperatives to keep your meeting on track
Identifying, mentoring, motivating managers

ADVANCED STRATEGIC
PLANNING – NEW!
06 – 08 APRIL

Purpose: A workshop designed for senior managers
and leaders of larger teams, to build a sustained
advantage through effective strategic planning.
Key Outcomes:
•
•
•
•

Understanding the strategic environment
Planning, productivity, paradigms & purpose
Creating a strategic roadmap
Prepare and motivate your team toward the vision
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REFLEXIVITY PART 1
(BY INVITATION)

FOUNDATIONS OF CHAPLAINCY
08 - 11 JUNE

11 - 13 MAY

Purpose: To explore how to become critical thinkers,
managing complex information, asking expanding
questions that support progressing mission in the 21st
century.
Key Outcomes:
•
•
•
•
•

Explore cultural intelligence and biculturalism
Understand collaborative leadership, peer learning
and shared leadership spaces
Competent in directed enquiry techniques
Explore reflexive leadership
Present a live enquiry from their appointment

GROUP EMOTIONAL
COMPETENCE & EMOTIONAL
QUOTIENT (GEC & EQ) – NEW!
15 – 17 JUNE

Purpose: Discover how Emotional Intelligence (EI) can
help your team reach its full potential, with higher
participation, co-operation and collaboration.
Key Outcomes:
•
•
•
•

Team self-awareness with group collaboration
Cross boundary awareness
Pro-active problem-solving using EQ
GEC

Purpose: An introduction to basic skills and practices,
philosophies and understandings of chaplaincy in NZ.
Key Outcomes:
•
•
•
•

Profile of a chaplain
Culture and communications
Spirituality and diversity
Quality practice/ethics/safety
• Professional requirements of a chaplain

12 STEPS PART 1
28 - 01 JULY (Limit of 12 participants)

Purpose: The Twelve Steps Workshop uses the Steps, the
Bible’s truth and a wealth of psychological principals to
help you understand your own development, needs and
behaviours.
Key Outcomes:
•

Part one, Steps 1-4: You’ll examine the ‘management
systems’ we adopt for life, and how this has affected our
beliefs, behaviour and relationships.
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REFLEXIVITY PART 2
(BY INVITATION)

12 STEPS PART 2
10 - 12 AUGUST

26 - 29 JULY

Purpose: To explore how to become critical thinkers,
managing complex information, asking expanding
questions that support progressing mission in the 21st
century.

Purpose: The Twelve Steps Workshop uses the Steps,
the Bible’s truth and a wealth of psychological principals
to help you understand your own development, needs
and behaviours.
Key Outcomes:

Key Outcomes:
•
•
•
•
•

Explore cultural intelligence and biculturalism
Understand collaborative leadership, peer learning
and shared leadership spaces
Competent in directed enquiry techniques
Explore reflexive leadership
Present a live enquiry from their appointment

MISSIONAL WORKS– NEW!
01 - 03 SEPTEMBER

Purpose: To explore the kind of leadership that is
intrinsic to incarnational missional communities.
Key Outcomes:
•
•
•
•

To explore the distinctiveness of being a missional
leader through the lens of Scripture and Te Tiriti o
Waitangi
To equip leaders with the analytical practice they
need to make missional readings of the
communities where they live
To share leadership stories of existing missional
experiments and newer possibilities of mission
within the Territory
To establish a national network of like-minded
missional leaders within the Territory

•

Part two, Steps 5-12: You’ll learn the ‘how to’
of transformation, in your relationship with God
and with others.

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR
IMPROVEMENT – NEW!
21 - 23 SEPTEMBER

Purpose: Equip your team to apply creative thinking, that
generates innovative solutions.
Key Outcomes:
•
•
•
•

How to focus on the right problem
Resolve problems and improve processes using a
systematic and structured approach
Lead your team to develop solutions with a
systematic approach
Appraise the benefits and risks of solutions
generated by your team
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REFLEXIVITY PRESENTATIONS

SALVATION ARMY FINANCE
TRAINING

11 - 12 OCTOBER

27 - 29 OCTOBER

Purpose: To explore how to become critical thinkers,
managing complex information, asking expanding
questions that support progressing mission in the 21st
century.

Purpose: To equip people involved in the managing of
finances in the correct use of TSA financial systems and
procedures.

Key Outcomes:

•
•
•
•
•

(BY INVITATION)

•

Delegates will have the opportunity to present their
findings from their reflexivity journey to their peers
& senior leaders.

Key Outcomes:
Learn of TSA policies and procedures
Be competent reading chart of accounts
Understand banking and invoicing
Reading monthly report using Tech One
Be conversant with the budget process

FAMILY STORE MANAGERS
16 – 18 NOVEMBER

Purpose: To provide an introduction to management,
emphasis on leadership skills within Family Stores for
new managers.
Key Outcomes:
•
•
•
•
•

Learn of TSA history, structure and mission
Polices, budgets and HR boundaries
How to lead people and build great teams
How to find and retain volunteers
Business planning and strategies for a great store
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